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Abstract 
Gastin, P. and B. Rozoy, The poset of infinitary traces, Theoretical Computer Science 120 (1993) 
101-121. 
Partially commutative monoids, also called trace monoids, are among the most-studied formalisms to 
describe the behaviour of distributed systems. In order to model systems which never stop, we have 
to consider an extension of traces, namely infinite traces. Finite-trace monoids are strongly related to 
partial-order sets (PoSets), domains and went structures, which are other models to describe the 
behaviour of distributed systems. The aim of this paper is to establish similar connexions between 
infinite-trace monoids, PoSets and event structures. We prove that the set of finite and infinite traces 
with the prefix order is a Scott domain and a coherently complete prime algebraic PoSet. Moreover, 
we establish a representation theorem between the class of jirtite- and infinite-trace PoSets and 
a subclass of labelled prime event structures. 
1. Introduction 
Free partially commutative monoids were first introduced by Cartier and Foata in 
order to study problems of rearrangements [6]. In computer science, they were first 
used by Mazurkiewicz [23], under the name of traces, in order to describe behaviours 
of distributed systems. In such systems, actions executed by different components may 
be completely independent. Thus, considering distributed computations, different 
external observers may perceive independent actions in different order. Therefore, 
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a distributed computation can be modelized by the collection of all its (sequential) 
observations, called a trace, which is precisely an equivalence class in some partially 
commutative monoid. Due to their natural modelization of distributed systems, trace 
monoids were extensively studied in recent years. See, for instance, the surveys 
[l, 8,24,27], where further references can also be found. 
A theory of infinite traces has recently begun in order to model behaviours of 
distributed systems which never stop, e.g. distributed operating systems. Infinite traces 
were first introduced in [13] and more extensively studied in [ 143. Their partial-order 
properties were first studied in [ 17, 181 and relationships with event structures are 
established. Independently, infinite traces were introduced in [20] as the natural order 
completion of the partial-order set (PoSet) of finite traces. The importance of the 
infinite-trace theory is shown by all the researches who have already started work on 
this topic, despite its introduction [3,9, 15, 16,211 only recently. 
On the other hand, PoSets have often been used for the description of the 
behaviours of distributed systems. In that approach, the description does not insist on 
possible observations of a behaviour, but, on occurrences of actions and causal 
relations. The first attempt of such an “event-based” model has probably been 
performed by Lamport [22], and intensively studied since [4,10, 13,29,32]. Finally, 
event structures arise naturally in the theory of Petri nets and domains [25]. There is 
now a substantial theory, mainly through the efforts of Winskel [35-371. A prime 
event structure is basically a partially ordered set of event occurrences together with 
a binary conflict relation. As before, the partial ordering is meant to capture causal 
dependences, whereas the conflict relation models choice, so that two events that are 
in conflict cannot both occur in a single behaviour. Since its introduction by Winskel, 
the event structure theory has received a good deal of attention [S, 7,30,91]. 
The connections between finite traces and event structures have been observed in 
[29,31,32,33], where related PoSet properties have been stated. 
The aim of this paper is to study properties of the PoSet of infinite traces and 
relationships between infinite traces and event structures. 
In Section 2, we recall definitions on finite and infinite traces and results needed in 
the sequel. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the PoSet properties of traces. We 
prove that the PoSet of finite and infinite traces is coherently complete, is a Scott 
domain and is prime algebraic. In Section 4, we establish a representation theorem 
between the class of infinite-trace PoSets and a subclass of labelled prime event 
structures. 
2. Infinite traces 
In this section, we provide the definitions and the notations on traces. If more 
details are needed, we refer the reader to [2,12,19,26,28] for the theory of infinite 
words, to [ 1,8,24,27] for recent surveys about finite traces and to [14] as regards 
infinite traces. In this paper, we are mainly concerned in the partial-order properties of 
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the set of traces. Therefore, we use the dependence graph approach of traces, which is 
the most suitable for this purpose. Two other well-known points of view about traces 
are the equivalence classes of words and the projections on the dependence cliques. 
The generalization of these approaches to infinite traces can be found in [14]. 
We consider a finite alphabet A and, as usual, A* denotes the free monoid over A, 
i.e. the set of finite words over A. An infinite word u is simply a countable infinite 
sequence of events of A. We denote A” the set of infinite words over A and 
A” = A*uA” the infinitary free monoid with the usual concatenation, As for finite 
words, a prefix order may be derived from this concatenation: u<v iff there exists 
WEAN such that v=u.w. For u in A”, alph(u) denotes the set of letters of a, 1~1 denotes 
the length of u and 1 uj, denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word u. 
We consider a binary irreflexive and symmetric relation I, over the alphabet A, 
called the independence relation. The letters of A can be viewed as events in a distrib- 
uted system and two events are independent iff they are related by I. We denote by 
D = A x A\I the dependence relation over A. According to the relation I, we define an 
equivalence relation _I or simply - on sequences of letters, which is the reflexive and 
transitive closure of the relation { (uabv,ubav)/u, veA*, (a, ~)EI}. The relation - is 
indeed a congruence over A* and the quotient monoid A*/- is denoted by M(A*, I). 
The members of M (A*, I) are called traces. 
Dependence graphs, or occurrence graphs, are known as fundamental representa- 
tions for finite traces [l 1, 11. They are a very good support for the intuition on traces 
and can be used to present conveniently a lot of properties about traces [l]. 
A dependence relation D over A being fixed, a dependence graph is a labelled acyclic 
graph or rather an isomorphism class of a labelled acyclic graph. We recall that an 
isomorphism of labelled graphs is a bijection between the vertices of two graphs which 
preserves the edges and the labelling. 
Definition 2.1. A finite dependence graph is (an isomorphism class of) a labelled 
acyclic graph (V, E, 2) with V a finite set of vertices, E c V x V a set of edges and 
1: V-+A a labelling function which satisfies: 
(yl) VX,YEK Mx),J.(y)W - X=Y or (x,ykE or (Y, xkE. 
The set of finite dependence graphs will be denoted F9(A, D). 
For instance, let A = (a, b, c} and I = {(a, c), (c, a)}. A dependence graph is presented 
in Fig. 1. Since we are interested only in the isomorphism class of the graph, we only 
write the labelling of a vertex. Note that the relation E of this graph is not transitive 
since there is no edge between the first a and the second c. 
In fact, the relevant relation that we consider in these graphs is the causal relation, 
i.e. the existence of a path from one vertex to another. This relation, which is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of E, is denoted E*. Since the graph is acyclic, E * is 
a partial order on V. With respect to this relation, some edges are not necessary. Thus, 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
in following figures, we only draw the Hasse diagram of this relation (its minimal 
representation). The previous graph will thus be simply pictured as in Fig. 2. 
We now introduce the dependence graph associated with a word. 
Definition 2.2. Let D be a dependence relation and let u be in A*. The graph 
T(U) = ( V, E, 2) is defined by 
V={(a,j)Ia6A, ldj<lul,}, 
E = {(a, j)+(b, k) 1 (a, ~)ED and the jth a occurs before the kth b in u}, 
v(a,j)E v, 4(a,j))=a. 
For instance, let A = {a, b, c}, I = {(u,c), (c, a)} an U-UC uucb. The graph asso- d  b 
ciated with u is presented in Fig. 3. Note that this is a finite dependence graph. In fact, 
and up to an isomorphism, it is the same graph as in Fig. 1. 
The fact that finite dependence graphs are representations of finite traces is well 
known. Namely, for all (finite) words u and u, we have u _ u iff T(u) = T(u). Moreover, 
r is a surjective mapping from A* onto 99(A, D). Therefore, r induces a bijection 
between the set of traces M(A*,Z) and 99(A,D). 
We now use the dependence-graph approach to introduce infinite traces. Of course, 
we allow infinitely many vertices in a graph. But we are only interested in infinite 
traces in which all events are reachable. Therefore, we need a restriction which ensures 
that no vertex depends on infinitely many vertices. 





Definition 2.3. A dependence graph is a labelled acyclic graph (V, E, A) with E c V x V 
as set of edges and ,I: V+A a iabelling function which satisfies 
(yr) vx,y~v, (W$;i(y)W * x=y or (x,y)EE or (Y,x)E& 
(yz) VXEV, {~EVI(~,X)EE*J is finite, 
The set of dependence graphs will be denoted by Y(A, D). 
For instance, let A = (a, b, c} and I = ((a, c), (c, a)}. The Hasse diagram of an infinite 
dependence graph is presented in Fig. 4, but the graph of Fig. 5 is not a dependence 
graph since it does not satisfy (y2). 
Note that, since A is a finite set, the conditions of Definition 2.3 imply that V is 
countable. Note also that if we consider the natural partial order on the vertices of the 
graph, namely the existence of a path, this definition implies that every chain between 
two vertices is finite. 
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Definition 2.2 extends to infinite words without any modification. Clearly T(U) is 
again a dependence graph for any infinite word u. Therefore r is a mapping from A” 
to te(A, D). 
Proposition 2.4. r is a surjective mapping from A” onto ??(A, D). 
Proof. In order to prove this result, let us first define the depth of a vertex x in a graph 
G by: 
6(x)=sup{length(p), where p is any path from any vertex y to x}. 
For instance, if G is the graph of Fig. 3, we have 6(a, l)=O, 6(a, 2)= 2, 6(b, 2)=4. 
Let G = (V, E, 2) be in te(A, D). Since G is acyclic and satisfies (y2), the depth of any 
vertex of G is finite. Now from (yr ) we can easily deduce that for all x, YE V, 6(x) = S(y) 
implies x = y or (A(x), I.( y))eI. Let us now construct an antecedent to G. For any 
integer k, let wk be a word formed with the letters of depth k in G. For instance, if G is 
the graph of Fig. 1, we get w0 = ac, w1 = b, w2 =ac, w3 =a and wq = b. The previous 
remark shows that each word wk is composed of independent letters. This explains 
why we have not fixed any order on the letters in wt. Let t> be the infinite word 
W(JWlU’2 .. . We claim that r(r) = (V’, E’, 3.‘) is isomorphic to G. Define the mapping 
g: V-t V’ by g(x)=(A(x), k(x)), where k(s)=Iw, . . . w~,~~(~~~~. If g(x)=g(y) then 
i(x)=)“(y) and 6(x)=6(y), hence x =y. Therefore, g is injective. Now g is also 
surjective: if (a, k)E V’, there exists n such that the kth a of w occurs in w,. Hence, there 
exists XE V such that 6(x) = n and A(x) = a. We obtain g(x) = (a, k). It remains to verify 
that the bijection g preserves the edges and the labelling. For the labelling, it is trivial. 
For the edges we have 
(x,y)~E o d(x)<d(y) and (n(x),i(y))~D 
o the k(x)th A(x) is before the k(y)th i(y) in u and (l(x),j_(y))~D 
0 (g(.x), g(y)k V’. 
This proves the claim and, therefore, r is surjective. il 
Note that what we have done is represented as a dependence graph by its Foata 
normal form (see [3]). Indeed the word wk is exactly the kth factor and, if we impose an 
order on the alphabet, we can represent wk uniquely and obtain a uniquely defined 
Foata word. The mapping r allows us to define an equivalence relation on A” and 
using the previous proposition, we obtain two equivalent descriptions of infinite 
traces. 
Definition 2.5. Let U, UEA”, u and u are equivalent, denoted by u-u, iff T(u) = r(C). 
The set A”/- is the set of finite and infinite traces. 
Proposition 2.4 implies that r is a bijection between A”/- and ??(A, D). Therefore, 
we identify an infinite trace t in A”/- with its dependence graph T(r) in %(A, D). 
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Note that, as in the finite case, it is also possible to give a direct definition of the 
equivalence on words. Starting with an independence relation, the first natural idea is 
to look at the congruence that it generates, i.e. the reflexive and transitive closure of 
the relation {(uubu, ubav) ( UEA*, VEAL and (a, b)EI}. With this definition, if (a, b) 
belongs to the independence relation, then for any integer n, (ub)” is equal to 
(ub)“(ub)“, which is equivalent to (bu)“(ub)“, but not to (bu)“. According to our 
interpretation, this property is not a decent one. Imagine, for example, that “a” and 
“b” stand for totally independent actions of two processes P, and PZ. If P1 performs 
a sequence of actions a?’ while P2 performs b”, then any interleaving of these two 
sequences may be observed, so (ub)” should be equivalent to (bu)“. In order to give an 
account to this problem, we need an infinite number of commutations, which is not 
allowed by the previous transitive closure. Thus the second idea is to use the notion of 
limit. Set x = (ub)” and for any integer n, set y, = (ba)“(ub)“. As y, and y, + 1 differ only 
in one commutation, y, may be derived, starting from x, in exactly n commutations. 
The sequence ( yn) admits the limit y =(bu)” in A”. We can say that y is derived 
from x through an “infinite” number of commutations: in that sense, x and y are 
“equivalent”. But this new notion is again a hazardous one: according to the definition 
of limit, an infinite number of commutations may lead to a loss of some letters. 
Consider for example, x, =u”b”(ub)“, which is derived from (ub)” within finitely 
many commutations and so x, is equivalent to (ub)“. But the sequence (x,) 
admits the limit 8, which clearly should not be equivalent to (ub)“. Thus the 
equivalence notion on infinite words is more sophisticated. We define it using a 
trace preorder relation G*, defined by: Vx,ygA”, xeey iff V’~EN, 3rn~N, x[n] is 
a prefix of y[m] in A*/-. We finally define the equivalence relation by x z y iff (x <<B y 
and y~~x). 
Coming back to dependence graphs, we now introduce this partial order on traces. 
For finite traces, it is simply the prefix order. It admits a generalization up to infinite 
traces using the dependence-graph approach. Intuitively, Gi is a prefix of Gz if Gi is 
a subgraph of G2 which is closed in the past. Recall that G1 = ( VI, E 1, A1 ) is a subgraph 
of G,=(V,,E,,i,) iff V1cVZ, E1=EzIv,xv, and 3.i=&tV,. 
Definition 2.6. Let G1 =(I’,, E,,i,) and G,=(V,,E,,&) be two traces of Y(A,D). 
Cl <G2 if and only if G, is a subgraph of G2 such that for all XE Vi and 
~EV~,(~,X)EE~ implies yeV,. 
For instance, let G t, G2, G3 be the dependence graphs presented in Figs. 2, 4 and 
6 respectively. We have G3 <G, and G3 < Gz. 
One can easily verify that < is a partial-order relation on %(A,D) which extends 
both the prefix order relations on finite traces and on infinite words. Moreover, 
Proposition 2.9 will state that this partial order can be derived from the concatenation 
on traces which we will define. Therefore, the partial order on traces will be called 
a prefix order. Note that, contrary to the case of infinite words, the prefix order on 
infinite traces does not reduce to the equality. For instance, if (a,~) is in I, the trace 
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r(a%) is a prefix of r(ca=). The properties of the PoSet (%(A, D), <) will be investig- 
ated in next sections. Now we define a concatenation on infinite traces. 
Definition 2.7. Let G1 =(V,,E,,~,) and G,=(V,,E,,A,) be two traces of $(A,@. We 
may assume VI n V, = 8 and define the concatenation by: 
Gr 0 Gz=(V,uV2,EIuE2u{(x,y)~V~ x V2 l(~1(x),j”2(y))ED},;11uj~2). 
Clearly, G1 0 G2 is a labelled acyclic graph with a countable set of vertices and 
satisfies (yr). Now it verifies (y2) iff alphinf(G,) x alph(G,)cZ, where alph(G)=J(V) 
and alphinf(G) = { a~ A, Ii- ’ (a) I = cc}. Therefore, the concatenation is only partially 
defined on Y(A, D). As done in [14], it is possible to define a new element _L which 
means error and will be used to denote that the result is not a dependence graph. We 
denote d the set Y(A, D)u{ _Lj (or A”/ - u{ I} with the identification of 9(A, D) and 
A”/-). 
Definition 2.8. The concatenation on JZZ is defined as follows: let G1 , G,e%(A, II). We 
define G1. GZ=G1 0 Gz ifalphinf(G,) x alph(Gz)cZ and we set G1 .G2 = _L otherwise. 
Moreover, VGE&’ we set G. _L = I. G = _L (I is a zero). 
One can simply consider I as an easy way to denote that the concatenation is not 
defined but the following remark gives a justification of this notation. Let 3’ be the set 
of dependence graphs which do not necessarily satisfy (1j2). With the concatenation of 
Definition 2.7,3’ is clearly a monoid. Now, let 9 = {GE%’ such that G does not satisfy 
(yZ)}; it is easy to see that 3 is an ideal of 9’. Therefore, (d,.) is exactly the Rees 
quotient of (%‘,.). 
For instance, let A = {a, b, c, d}, I = {(a, c), (c, a), (b, d), (d, b)} and let r = r(acbdcu”), 
s= I’(cc) and t= r(cbc). We get r.s= r(ucbdccca”) and r.t = 1. We would like to 
emphasize on the following fact: if the first trace is finite, then this concatenation 
coincides with the natural one obtained from the quotient of the free monoid. That is, 
if v=T(u) is finite and s=T(u) then r.s=T(u.v). In fact, we only need this particular 
case here. Note also that if the first trace T(U) is infinite and if the concatenation 
T(u).T(u) is not I, we can express the concatenation with the shuffle. More precisely, 
we may write u=u’.u” with u’EA* and alph(u”)=alphinf(u). Then we get 
T(u).T(v)=r(U’.(u”wv)). 
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We now state some properties of this concatenation. Mainly, (zd,.) is a monoid 
which is nearly cancellative and the concatenation is related to the partial order. 
Proposition 2.9. (i) (d,.) is a monoid. 
(ii) VG,,Gz@(A,D), G1 <G, o 3G3~Y(A,D) such that GZ=G1.G3. 
(iii) VG1,G2,G3&(A,D), G1.G1=G1.G3#1 = G2=G3. 
(iv) VG,EFY(A,D), VG,,G,E~(A,D), G2.G1=G3.G1#_L =c= G2=G3. 
(See [14] for the proof, [9,14] for different notions of concatenations.) 
3. Properties of the partial-order set of traces 
We now investigate PoSet properties of traces. They derive from their interpreta- 
tion as dependence graphs. As the proofs of partial-order properties of traces use 
inclusion, union and intersection of subsets of vertices, we need to fix a canonical 
dependence graph associated with each trace. This canonical concrete dependence 
graph is given by the mapping r (Definition 2.2), which extends clearly to traces. 
The first result is that the PoSet of traces is coherently complete. Let us first recall 
some definitions. Let (Z, <) be a PoSet and let X be a subset of Z. X is pairwise 
bounded (or coherent) if any pair {x, y} c X admits a common upper bound in Z. 
A PoSet (Z, <) is coherently complete if any pairwise bounded subset of Z admits 
a least upper bound. Whenever it exists, the least upper bound of a subset X will be 
denoted by UX. 
Theorem 3.1. The PoSet of traces is coherently complete. 
Proof. Let X be a pairwise bounded set of traces. For every trace t, we consider the 
canonical representation r(t) = (6, E,, i.,) (Definition 2.2). Define the labelled graph 
G=(V,E,A)=U,,,T(t) by V=UfeXVf, E=UtsxE, and for all (a,j)~V, i(a,j)=a. 
Note that if XE V, then A,(x)= j.(x). 
(1) We claim that if (y,x)EE and teX is such that XE V, then YE V, and (y,x)~&. If 
(y,x)~E then there exists s in X such that (y,x)~E,. Now let teX be such that XE V,. 
Since X is pairwise bounded, there exists a trace r such that s < Y and t cr. Then, by 
definition of the prefix order on traces (Definition 2.6) we get (y, x)EE, and then 
(y,x)~E, and YE V,. 
(2) Next, we claim that if x0+x1 -+ ... +x, is a finite path in G and if t is a trace in 
X such that X,E V,, then x0+x1 + ... -+x, is a path in T(t). 
We prove this claim by induction on the length of the path. By claim 1, this is true 
for n = 1. Next, let n be greater than 1. By claim 1 we get x, 1 E b( and (x, _ 1, X,)E E,. 
Then, by induction we get x0+x1+ ... +x,_~ is a path in r(t). Therefore, 
x0-+x1+ ... +x, is a path in r(t) and claim 2 is proved. 
(3) We prove now that G is a dependence graph. First, V is a subset of A x kJ, hence 
it is countable. Next, let us see that G is acyclic. Assume that x0-+x1 --+ ..’ +x,=x0 is 
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a cycle in G. Let VEX be such that X~E K. By claim 2, we get that x0+x, + ... -+x, is 
a cycle in r(t), which is a contradiction. Now we prove that G satisfies (yr ). Let x, YE V 
be such that (j.(x), A( Y))ED. There exist r and s in X such that XE V, and YE V,. Let t be 
a trace such that r < t and s < t. Then x, ye V, and, for instance, (x, y)eE,. Since s < t, we 
obtain (x, ~)EE, c E. Conversely, if (x, ~)EE, there exists t in X such that (x, y)~ E, and 
(j.(x), A(y)kD. 
Let us prove now that G satisfies (y2). Let x be a vertex of G. There exists t EX such 
that XE Y,. Let J’E Y be such that ( y, X)E E *. There is a finite path from y to x in G: 
y=xo+xI-+ ... -+x,=x. By claim 2, we get that this is a path of r(t). Hence we get 
{YEV, (y,x)~E*}=(y~v~, (y,x)~E:}, which is finite since t satisfies (y2). 
l This proves that G is a dependence graph. Now we easily deduce from claim 1 that 
G is an upper bound of X. Finally, it is clear that G is the least upper bound 
OfX. 0 
From the above construction we can easily deduce that the least upper bound of 
a trace language X is finite iff X is a finite set of finite traces. Many properties follow 
directly from previous theorem and we state them in the following corollary. But let us 
first recall some definitions. A subset X of a PoSet (Z, <) is directed if any pair 
{x, y} c X admits a common upper bound in X. A PoSet is a CPO (complete partial 
order) if it admits a least element and if any directed subset admits a least upper 
bound. A PoSet is a complete lattice iff every subset admits a least upper bound and 
a greatest lower bound. 
Corollary 3.2. (i) The PoSet of traces is a CPO with the empty truce as least element. 
(ii) Any increasing sequence of traces admits a least upper bound. 
(iii) Every nonempty set qf truces admits a greatest lower bound. 
(iv) For any trace t, the set of prejixes of t is M complete lattice. 
For a CPO some elements are essential in the sense that they allow one to 
reconstruct the whole PoSet starting only from them. Compacts and primes are such 
elements, which appear in [34] under the denomination of pyramids. Let (Z, <) be 
a CPO. An element y of Z is said to be compact (resp. prime) iff whenever X is 
a directed subset (resp. X is a subset such that UX exists) and y < UX, then y < x for 
some x in X. The sets of compact and prime elements of Z are denoted C(Z) 
and PR(Z), respectively. For any element x in Z, the sets of compact and prime 
elements lower than x are denoted C(x) and PR(x), respectively. The CPO (Z, <) 
is a Scott domain iff C(Z) is countable and x=UC(x) for every x in Z. The 
CPO (Z, <) is prime algebraic iff x= UPR(x) for every x in Z. We will see that the set 
of traces is a Scott domain and is prime algebraic. But first, we prove an auxiliary 
result. 
Let G =( V, E, I) be a dependence graph and let x be a vertex of G. We say that 
x is a greatest (resp. maximal) vertex of G if { YE V( ( y, X)EE * } = V (resp. 
{YE VI (x, y)eE 1=0). Note that a trace which admits a greatest vertex must be finite. 
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Let t be a trace. We denote by FP(t) the set of finite prefixes oft and by GP(t) the set of 
prefixes of t which admit a greatest vertex. 
Proposition 3.3. For any trace t, we have t = U GP(t)= U FP(t). 
Proof. GP(t) is bounded by t, then it admits a least upper bound (Theorem 3.1). Let 
t’ = U GP(t). Clearly we have t’ < t. Conversely let r (t) = (V, E, A) and r(f) = ( V’, E’, ;I’). 
We claim that I/c I/‘. Let x be a vertex in I/. Define the graph G,=( V,, E,, A,) by 
V,={y~Vl(y,xkE*}, E,=EIVx., and &=AiE,. Clearly G, is a finite dependence 
graph, x is a greatest vertex in G, and G, is a prefix of r(t’). Then x is a vertex in V’, 
which proves the claim. Now t’ < t and Vc V’ imply that t = t’. Therefore, t is the least 
upper bound of GP(t). Finally, t= U FP(t) follows from GP(t)cFP(t). 0 
The following theorem characterizes compact traces and prime traces. Note that 
these characterizations prove that FP(t) = C(t) and that GP(t) = PR(t). The previous 
proposition and the characterization of primes imply obviously that the PoSet of 
traces is prime algebraic and then is a Scott domain. 
Theorem 3.4. The PoSet of traces is a Scott domain and is prime algebraic. Moreover, 
(i) a trace is compact ijfs it is finite, 
(ii) a trace is prime ifs it admits a greatest vertex. 
Proof. (i) Let X be a directed trace language and let G=r(UX). Recall that 
G=(V, E,%)=U,,,T(t) (proof of Theorem 3.1). Now let s be a finite trace, let 
G’=( v’, E’, A’)= T(s) and assume that s< UX. Since G’ is a subgraph of G, for all 
x in V’ there exists t, in X such that x is a vertex of r(t,). Since G’ is finite and 
X is directed, there exists t in X such that t,< t for all x in v’. Therefore, if 
r(t)=(K, E,,l,) we get v’c V,. Then, since s and t are both prefixes of UX, we 
necessarily get s< t. This proves that any finite trace is compact. Conversely, let t 
be an infinite trace. By Proposition 3.3, t is the least upper bound of FP(t). Now 
FP(t) is clearly directed and t cannot be a prefix of a finite trace. Therefore t is not 
compact. 
(ii) Let s be a trace such that r(s)=( V’,E’,/2’) admits a greatest vertex x. Let X be 
a trace language which admits a least upper bound and let G = (V, E, A) = T(UX). If 
s < UX then XE V, thus there exists t in X such that XE V, (with r(t) = (V,, Et, A,)). Since 
s and t are prefixes of UX and since x is a greatest vertex of s, we get that s is a prefix of 
t. This proves that s is a prime. Conversely, let s be a prime. Since a prime is compact, 
s is a finite trace. Let G =( V, E, A) = T(s) and let x1, . . . , xk be the maximal vertices in G. 
For all i, let Gi = G_ be the dependence graph defined from G and xi as in the proof 
of Proposition 3.3. Clearly, G is the least upper bound of G1, . . . , Gk. Since s is a 
prime, G is a prefix of some Gi. Therefore there is only one maximal vertex in G, 
namely Xi. Cl 
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Similar results restricted to directed sets have independently been obtained by 
Kwiatowska [20] and partly established for finite traces in [31]. In that case we get 
only a finitely coherent PoSet, since an infinite set of finite traces does not admit 
a least upper bound within the set of finite traces. 
4. Prime event structures representation of traces 
We now turn to the prime event structure representation of the PoSet of finite and 
infinite traces. Analogous results have been established for the PoSet of finite traces in 
[31] and we generalize them now to the infinite case. The results are mostly similar 
but the proofs are completely different since, in the infinite case, they cannot be 
performed using finite inductions on configurations. 
The event structure model has been introduced by Winskel. Here, we only use 
what Winskel calls prime event structure. Basically a prime euent structure model 
is a partially ordered set of events together with a conflict relation. The partial 
order relation is meant to capture causal dependences between events. A conflict 
relation # on a PoSet (E, <) is an irreflexive and symmetric relation which is 
inherited, that is: Vu, L’, WEE, u# 11 and u < w imply w# 1:. The conflict relation 
models nondeterminism (choice), so that two events that are in conflict cannot both 
occur in the same behaviour. Consequently two events that are neither ordered nor in 
conflict may occur concurrently in some behaviour. Thus, in a prime event structure, 
basic phenomena of a behaviour, such as nondeterminism and concurrency, are 
represented in an explicit and clearly separated fashion. By labelling the events with 
the actions taken from some alphabet we get labelled prime event structures. The 
characterization of infinite trace PoSets will be in terms of subclasses of labelled prime 
event structures. 
Definition 4.1. A labelled prime event structure is a 5-tuple ES =( E, < , #, /, A), where 
(E, <) is a PoSet, # is a conflict relation on (E, <) and e is a labelling function from 
E onto A. 
The 3-tuple (E, <,#) is called the underlying prime event structure, elements in 
E are called events. A prime event structure ES is said to be finitary iff any element u in 
E admits a finite past, i.e. iff the set of elements lower than u is finite. From now on. 
every event structure that we consider will be assumed to be prime and jinitary. Note 
that if two events are in conflict then they do not have a common bound. Otherwise 
e’ # e”, e’ < e, e” < e would imply e # e, which contradicts the fact that # is irreflexive. 
Figure 7 gives an example of an event structure which models a situation where 
a producer communicates items via an unbounded buffer to a consumer. The pro- 
ducer can stop after producing zero, one, or more items. Both the producer and the 
consumer are assumed to work sequentially. The set of events is E = (p,, p2, 
p3, , so , s,, s2, s3,. , cl, c2, c3,. . j, where p stands for “produce”, c for “consume” 
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Fig. 7. 
and s for “stop”. The alphabet of actions is { p, c, s}, with the obvious labelling function 
L(q)=x. The partial-order relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of the 
relation depicted by the arrows. Finally, the conflict relation is the closure under 
inheritance of the initial conflict relation depicted by the grey lines. 
First, we introduce and study a labelled event structure canonically associated with 
a PoSet of traces. 
Definition 4.2. Let D be a dependence relation over an alphabet A. We define the 
event structure V(%(A, D))=(E, <, #, G, A) associated with the PoSet of traces 
%(A, D) by: 
_ E = PR(g(A, D)) is the set of prime traces; 
_ < is the prefix order on traces restricted to E; 
_ Let U, v be in E, u # v iff u and u do not admit a common upper bound in 3(A, D); 
_ Let u be in E,/(U)=I_(max(u)), where max(u) is the greatest vertex in u. 
Note that the relation # defined above is clearly irreflexive, symmetric and 
inherited. Therefore it is a conflict relation and V(%(A, D)) is an event structure. In 
order to exhibit the connection between %(A, D) and V(%(A, D)), we define now the 
notion of configuration of an event structure. 
Definition 4.3. Let ES = (E, <, #, /, A) be a labelled event structure. A subset C of E is 
closed in the past iff (~EC and p’ <p)=$p’~C) and conflict-free iff # n(C x C) =8. 
A configuration of ES is a subset of E that is both conflict-free and closed in the past. 
The sets of configurations and finite configurations of ES are denoted by @‘(ES) and 
9-%?(ES). 
For instance, in the event structure of Fig. 7, {p1,p2,p3, . . . . cI,cz,c3, . ..} is an 
infinite configuration and {P~,P~,P~,~~,~~,c~,s~) and {P~,P~,P~,P~,P~,~~,~~) are 
finite ones. 
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We prove now that V(B(A, D)) represents exactly %?(A, D). Namely, we show that 
there is a bijection between traces of ?Z(A, D) and configurations of V(%(A, D)). 
Proposition 4.4. (g(V(Y(A, D))), c) is isomorphic to (%(A, D), <). 
Proof. Let us define two mappings V and A between %(A, D) and the set of configura- 
tions of V(Y(A, II)). For every trace u, set V(u) = PR(u), the set of primes that are lower 
than u. Clearly PR(u) is closed in the past and conflict-free; thus V(u) is a configuration 
and the mapping V is well-defined. On the other hand, for every configuration C, we 
set A(C)= UC, the least upper bound of C. Since a configuration is conflict-free, it is 
pairwise bounded. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, it admits a least upper bound and the 
mapping A is well defined too. 
By Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we get A 0 V(u) = u. It remains to prove that 
VoA(C)=PR(UC)=C. If p is a prime bounded by UC then it is bounded by some 
element in C. Since C is closed in the past, we get that p is in C and the inclusion 
PR(UC)c C is proved. Conversely, if p is in C, it is bounded by UC. Moreover, by 
definition of E, it is a prime. Thus p is in PR(UC) and the converse inclusion is proved. 
Since clearly u< u’ o PR(u)c PR (u’), the mappings V and A are PoSet iso- 
morphisms. q 
Note that this proof associates a single trace u=A(C)= UC with every configura- 
tion C, and a configuration C= PR(u)=V(u) with every trace u. We get a new 
equivalent vision of traces and can identify a trace with a configuration. Following 
this identification, events are associated with dependence graphs that admit a greatest 
vertex. For instance, let A= {a, c} be an alphabet and let I= {(a, c),(c, u)} be an 
independence relation over A. The set of events is E = {a”, n~N}u{c”, HEN}, where the 
trace associated with the word u is simply denoted by u in order to simplify the 
notations. The order relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of a”<~“+’ and 
cn<cn+l for all n in N. The conflict relation is empty and the labelling function is 
((a”)=~, /(c”)=c. For the same independence relation but over the alphabet 
A = {a, b, c}, Fig. 8 gives a small part of the associated event structure. The image of 
a trace by V is the restriction to a subset of events (a configuration) of the event 
structure presented in Fig. 8. For instance, the configuration associated with the trace 
acbac is (a, c, ucb, ucbu, acbc). 
So far, with every dependence relation D over an alphabet A, we have associated 
a labelled event structure ES in such a way that (Y(A,D), <) and (%‘(ES), c) are 
isomorphic PoSets. We will now characterize the subclass of event structures that can 
be obtained in this way. Next, we will move back from these event structures to 
dependence relations over alphabets. But first we need some definitions. 
Definition 4.5. Let ES = (E, <, #, 1, A) be a labelled event structure. An event e is said 
to be enabled at a configuration C if e#C and Cu{e} is a configuration. The set 
of events enabled at C is denoted by a(C). The concurrency relation 
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co = (E x E) - (# u(u)) is defined as the complementary of the order and the conflict 
relations. The immediate predecessor relation Q is defined by u Q u iff u < v, u # u and 
for all w in E, u<w<u implies w=u or w=v. 
For instance, in the event structure of Fig. 7, c4 is enabled at 
{Pi?PZ?P3> ...9 c1,c2,c3}, s5 is enabled at {p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,cI,c2) and no event is 
enabled at {pI,p2,p3,c1,cz,c3,s3}. (c2,p4) and (cz,sz) are concurrent, c2 is an 
immediate predecessor of cj and p3 is an immediate predecessor of sj, p4 and c3. 
We now define the subclass of event structures which represent exactly the PoSets 
of traces, namely partially commutative event structures. 
Definition 4.6. Let ES = (E, < , # , f, A) be a labelled event structure. We say that ES is 
a partially commutative event structure iff it satisfies conditions ~2’ and $: 
A: VUGA, VCE~%‘(ES), there exists one and only one e in &(C) such that I(e)=a, 
2: (I-‘(a) x l-‘(b)) ncof0 a (I-‘(a) x I-‘(b))n -e=0. 
Note that conditions f and A@’ imply (I-‘(a)xl-‘(b))ne=0 o (/-‘(a)~ 
l-‘(b))nco#0. 
Intuitively, condition ~2’ means that any finite configuration can be extended with 
any action. On the other hand, two events which are concurrent should be labelled by 
independent actions and if e is an immediate predecessor off then their labels should 
be dependent. Therefore condition y means that if two actions must be independent 
as labels of some events, they cannot be dependent as labels of some other events. 
Note that the converse of condition f (which intuitively must also be true) can be 
derived from 2 and ~2’. Consider the empty configuration. Let e in &@I) be such that 
I(e)=u and let f in &({e}) b e such that I(f)= b. Since {e) and {e,f} are configura- 
tions, the following hold: not (f<e), not (e#f) and either ecof or e+f: Therefore, 
(l-‘(a)~/-l(b)) ne=0 =S (I-‘(a)~/-‘(b))nco#@ 
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We now prove that the event structure associated by V with a set of dependence 
graphs is partially commutative. 
Proposition 4.7. Let D be a dependence relation over a jnite alphabet A. Then 
V(FJ(A, D)) is a partially commutative event structure. 
Proof. 
l Let us first describe PR(G) for any trace G = (V, E, 1.) in %(A, D). For any vertex x in 
V, define the trace G, as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. Clearly, G, is a prefix of 
G with x as greatest vertex. Thus G, is a prime (Theorem 3.4) bounded by G. Now, 
let G’ be a prime bounded by G. G’ is a subgraph of G and by Theorem 3.4 it admits 
a greatest vertex, say x. Then, clearly G’= G,. Therefore, we obtain PR(G)= (G,, 
XEV}. In particular, this implies that the number of primes bounded by G is the 
length of G: 1 PR(G)j = I Gj = 1 VI. 
l Now we prove that V(%(A, D)) satisfies A&[. Let a be in A and let C be in 9??. We 
first prove the existence of an event e in &(C) such that I(e)=a. Define the traces 
G = ( V, E, /1) = UC and G’ = ( v’, E’, 2’) = G @ r(a). By Definition 2.7, G is a subgraph 
of G’ and V’= Vu{z) with i’(z)=a. Thus, PR(G’)=PR(G)u{e} with e=Gh. Then, 
by Definition 4.2, e is an event of V(Y(A, D)) and I(e)=i_‘(z)=a. Now we have 
PR(G)=PR(UC)=Vah(C)=C (Proposition 3.4). Thus, Cufej=PR{G’}=V(G’) 
is a configuration of V(?l(A, D)). Since e is not in C, e is enabled at C and the 
existence is proved. 
It remains to prove that this event is unique. Let eEB(C) be such that /(e)=a. Set 
G=UC and G’=U(Cu{ej). G is clearly a prefix of G’. Now, PR(G)=C and 
PR(G’)=Cu{e}; whence /G’I=(PR(G’)/=~Cu{e}(=(CI+l=IGI+l. Thus, 
G’=G @ r(x) for some letter x in A. But we saw above that in this case, 
PR(G’)= PR(G)u{e’} with I(e’)=x. Consequently, Cu{e} = PR(G’)= PR(G)uje’} = 
Cu(e’}. Therefore, e=e’, x=a and e is the unique prime in PR(G 0 T(a))\PR(G). 
l It remains to prove that V(%J(A, D)) satisfies 9. This point follows directly from the 
two following facts: (I- ’ (a) x I- ’ (b))nco # 8 implies (a, b)EI and (1K ’ (a) x 
I- ’ (b))n Q #@I implies (a, b)cD. We prove them now. 
Let e and f be two concurrent events such that l(e) = a and l(,f) = b. Since e and 
f are conflict-free, e uf= G = ( V, E, 2) exists in 9( A, D). Since e and f are primes, they 
admit greatest vertices x and y which satisfy i.(x)= l(e)=a and i.(y)= l(f)= b. Since 
e and f are prefixes of G, x and y are vertices of G and since e and f are not ordered, 
x and y are distinct and neither (x, y) nor ( y, x) is in E. By definition of a dependence 
graph, we get (a, b)El, which proves the first fact. 
Let e and f be two events such that e +,f; I(e) = a and l(f) = b. Let .x and y be the 
greatest vertices of e and J respectively. Since e is a prefix of J there exists a path in 
f from x to y: x = x0-+x 1 -+ +xk = y. The trace y = G,, is prime and clearly e < 9 < ,1: 
Since e +f; we get g =f: Thus (x, y) is an edge of J which implies (i(x), i.(y)) = (a, b)ED. 
This achieves the second fact. c! 
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Now, from a partially commutative event structure, we have to go back to a PoSet 
of traces. Thus, starting with a partially commutative event structure, we must define 
a dependence relation over the alphabet of labels. In order to do this, we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. Let ES = (E, <, #, I, A) be a partially commutative labelled event structure. 
Then the relation I={ (a, b)sA x A/(1-‘(a) x l-‘(b))nco#@} is symmetric and irre- 
jlexive. Moreouer, e’co e” implies (l(e’), l(e”))EI and e’ Q e” implies (l(e’), l(e”))$Z. 
Proof, Since the relation co is symmetric, so is 1. Suppose now that (a, a)EI for some 
a in A. Then by definition of I, there exist e’ and e” in E such that e’co e” and 
l(e’)= l(e”) = a. We can easily verify that the set C = {eE E 1 (e < e’ or e < e”) and e #e’ 
and efe”} is a configuration, where e’ and e” are both enabled. Using condition M, 
we obtain e’ = e”, which contradicts e’ co e”. Thus I is irreflexive. The two other facts 
are clear from the definition of I and from condition 2. q 
As announced above, this lemma allows us to define the set of traces associated with 
a partially commutative labelled event structure. 
Definition 4.9. Let ES = (E, <, #, 1, A) be a partially commutative labelled event 
structure. We define the relations I(ES) and D(ES) on A as follows: 
I(ES)={(a,b)I(l-‘(a)xl-l(b)) nco#@} and D(ES)=Ax A-I(ES). 
We denote A(ES)=Y(A, D(ES)) the corresponding set of traces. 
It remains to establish that, up to an isomorphism, A and V are reciprocal bijections 
(i.e: A c V and V c A are identities). 
Theorem 4.10. Let D be a dependence relation over an alphabet A. Then 
AoV(9(A,D))=??(A,D) 
Proof. Let ES = V(q(A, D)) and D’ = D(ES). We must prove that D = D’. Let a, b be 
two letters in A. If (a, b)ED then u = a and v = ab are prime traces. Thus, by definition of 
V, u and v are events of ES such that l(u) = a and l(v) = b. Clearly, we have u Q v. Since 
ES is a partially commutative event structure, this implies (a, b)ED’. Conversely, if 
(a, b)$D then u = a and v = b are prime traces. Thus, u and v are events of ES such that 
l(u)=a and l(v)= b. Since uuv=ab, u and v are neither in conflict nor ordered. 
Therefore u and v are concurrent and (a, b)$D’. 0 
Theorem 4.11. Let ES = (E, <, #, 1, A) be a partially commutative event structure. The 
event structure V 0 A(ES) is isomorphic to ES. 
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Proof. Let us denote simply I= I(ES)= {(u, b) ((1-l (a) x l- ’ (b))nco #@} and 
D=D(ES). First, we define isomorphisms between (P&‘(ES), c) (Pg(A, O), <). Then, 
we use them to define isomorphisms between ES and V 0 A(ES). 
l Let C be a finite configuration of ES. Define G = (C, +, I) by: for all x, y in C, x-y iff 
x<y and (l(x), I(y))sD. Since < is a partial order on C, G is clearly a labelled 
acyclic graph. Let x, y in C be such that (I(x), /( Y))ED. By definition of D, x and 
y cannot be concurrent. Since C is conflict-free, we get x < y or y < X. Thus x+y or 
y-+x and G verifies (yi). Therefore G is a finite dependence graph. Thus we can 
define a mapping Zl from Pg(ES) to FY(A,D) by n(C)=(C, -f, I). Note that 
obviously CCC’ implies n(C) is a prefix of n(C’); thus, Zl is an increasing 
mapping. Moreover, we will prove that < restricted to C is the reflexive and 
transitive closure of +. Obviously, .x -+* y implies that x < y. Conversely, let x, y in 
C be such that x <y and x # y. Either x Q y (then (I(x), I( ~))ED because ES verifies 
$J and we get x-y) or there exists z in C such that x <z Q y. As above, we get z < y 
and by induction we obtain x+*y. 
l Conversely, we define a mapping y from BY(A, D) to F+Z(ES). First, we define v on 
words by induction. Set V(E) = 8. Now let u be a finite word and let a be a letter of A. 
Assume that C = y(u) is defined. Let e be the unique event enabled at C such that 
l(e)=a (condition k? on ES). We set n(ua) = Cu{e}. Let us prove that ye maps all 
equivalent words to the same configuration. Considering the definition of r~ and of 
the equivalence relation, it is sufficient to show that if ueA* and (a,b)EZ then 
q(uub)= ~(&a). Let C=)?(u) and let e be the unique event in 6’(C) such that I(e)= a 
and let f be the unique event in &(Cu{e)) such that I(f)=h. We have 
~(uab)=Cu{e,f}. Let us see that f~&(c). Assume that e<x then clearly eaj: 
Thus, (!-l(u) x I-‘( h))n c #B and, by condition $, we get (a, b)$l, which is a con- 
tradiction. Since Cu{e,f) is a configuration and not (e<f), the set Cu{ f} is 
a configuration too; i.e. f~a(C). Since I(f)=b, we get n(ub)= Cu{f}. Now, clearly 
eE&(Cu{j}) and I(e)=u; thus we get ~(uba)=Cu{e,f} =q(~ub). This allows us to 
consider, in the remainder, YI as a mapping from FY(A, D) to F%?(ES). Note that if 
u is a prefix of u then v](u)cyl(u); thus r] is an increasing mapping. 
l We prove by induction on I Cl that for all C in F%‘(ES), y c n(C)= C. It is clear that 
n c n(G) = 0. Let C be a nonempty finite configuration and let e be a maximal event 
in C. Let C’ be the finite configuration C\{e}. S’ mce e is maximal in C, it is easy to 
verify that n(C) = n(C’). I(e). By induction we get q c Z7(C’) = C’. Since e is enabled 
at C’, we get nc fl(C)=r](I7(C’).l(e))=C’u{e}=C. 
l Again by induction we prove that for all u in F’$(A, D), llo g(u) = u. It is clear that 
I7 a V(E)=&. Let u be a finite trace and let a be a letter in A. We set C=?(u) and 
Cu{e}=~(ua). As stated above, we have n(Cu{e})=II(C).I(e). By induction we 
get H(C)=no~(u)=u. Thus noq(u~)=n(C).l(e)=~a. 
Finally, we have proved that n and q are reciprocal isomorphisms between 
(F%‘(ES), c) and (93(A,D), <). 
Using the bijections Zl and q we will now define reciprocal isomorphisms between 
ES and ES’=VoA(ES)=(E’, <‘, #‘,l’, A). 
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l First, we define r? from E to E’ by n = lI 0 past, where past(e) = {xEE, x <e} for all 
e in E. Let G = (C, +, l) = Z?(e). Since < restricted to C is the reflexive and transitive 
closure of -+, e is the greatest vertex of G. Thus G is a prime and is an event of E’. 
Therefore the mapping l? is well defined. 
l Remark that if a configuration C has several maximal events then y(C) has several 
maximal vertices and thus is not prime. Therefore, since GEE’ is a prime trace, the 
configuration C = V(U) has a greatest event which will be denoted by max(C). Now, 
define the mapping i from E’ to E by 4 = max 0 r~. 
l If e is an event of E then max 0 past(e) = e since past(e) is a configuration with e as 
greatest event. Now, if a finite configuration C of E has a greatest event then clearly 
past 0 max(C) = C. Therefore, since n and q are reciprocal bijections, so are l? and yI. 
It remains to prove that fi and $ are event structure isomorphisms. 
l Let e, feE be such that e <t We have past(e) c past(f). Thus, n 0 past(e) is a prefix 
of II 0 past(f), i.e. fi(e)<‘fi(f). Conversely, let U, utzE’ be such that u <‘u. We have 
~(u)cy~(u). Thus, max(y(u))<max(q(u)), i.e. e(u)<ll(u). 
l Let e, GEE be not in conflict. Clearly, C = past(e)upast(f) is a finite configuration of 
E. Thus, n(e)= I7 ~past(e) and fi(f)=n 0 past(f) are both prefixes of II(C). Conse- 
quently, J?(e) and fi(f) are not in conflict. Conversely, let u, UE E’ be not in conflict. 
There exists a finite trace w such that u and u are both prefixes of w. Thus yl(u)c q(w) 
and q(u) cry. Since q(w) is conflict-free, this implies that yl(u)=max(n(u)) and 
f(u)=max(q(u)) are not in conflict. 
l Finally, for all e in E, r’(fi(e))=l(max(fi(e)))=l(e). 
Thus, fi and G are reciprocal isomorphisms between ES and ES’. 0 
The first straightforward consequence is that the set of dependence graphs A(ES) 
associated with a partially commutative event structure ES is exactly the set of 
configurations of ES. 
Proposition 4.12. Let ES =(E, <, #, 1, A) be a partially commutative event structure. 
Then (A(ES), <) is isomorphic to (V(ES), c). 
Proof. Setting ES’=V 0 A(ES), by Proposition 4.4 we get that (%(ES’), c) is isomor- 
phic to (A(ES), <), and, as ES and ES’ are isomorphic, by Theorem 4.11 we get the 
required result. 0 
The following theorem sums up the previous results, namely the representation of 
the class of PoSets of traces by that of partially commutative event structures. More 
precisely, a PoSet of traces is associated with a partially commutative event structure, 
finite and infinite traces are associated with finite and infinite configurations, and vice 
versa. 
Theorem 4.13. The class T of PoSets of jinite and injinite traces admits an isomorphic 
representation within the class WC of partially commutatiue event structures. 
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5. Conclusion 
When looking at a representation of infinitary traces with event structures, we have 
had to introduce infinity in event structures. In this paper, this representation has been 
obtained considering infinite configurations. Another way to introduce infinity in 
event structures would be to allow events with an infinite past. We have not con- 
sidered this eventuality for two reasons. First, the consideration of infinite configura- 
tions gives the required relations between infinitary traces and event structures. 
Second, the study of infinite traces or infinite words is motivated by the consideration 
of systems which never stop, but in which each action may be viewed as “reachable 
somewhere in the future”, and therefore within a finite past. However, and so far, it 
seems for us that events with infinite past will probably lead to an interesting 
mathematical theory, the computer science counterpart of which is not straightfor- 
ward for now! 
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